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Abstract—Scalable bipolar cascade lasers are achieved by
electrically segmenting an InP ridge laser, and then series-

     connecting the segments.
Lasers with up to 12 stages are demonstrated with record 390%
continuous wave differential efficiency, and very low threshold
currents. Three-stage lasers with 50 
 input impedance and over
100% differential efficiency are modulated with 2.5 GB/s digital
data, and have 5 GHz analog modulation bandwidth. Noise and
distortion properties are at least as good as single-stage control
lasers.

Index Terms—Bipolar cascade lasers, impedance matching,
integrated optoelectronics, ion implantation, optical amplifiers,
quantum well (QW) intermixing, semiconductor lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONVENTIONAL semiconductor lasers are less than per-
fectly suited to efficient radio frequency (RF) direct mod-

ulation. A differential quantum efficiency (DQE, the ratio of
photons emitted in the laser mode to electrons in the drive cur-
rent [1]) below unity guarantees that the signal will diminish on
transmission, requiring amplification to provide signal gain and
degrading the noise performance of the optical link. The low re-
sistance of a forward-biased diode matches poorly to a 50 RF
source, and worse to a higher impedance integrated photodiode.
When specifications require a broadband impedance match, se-
ries-connected resistors drain RF power from the source, further
reducing the modulation efficiency.

Bipolar cascade lasers or laser arrays have traditionally been
proposed [2] to address both the low DQE and input impedance
of simple diode laser. In principle, the bias and modulation cur-
rents are driven, in series, through multiple diodes, each one
contributing both photons and resistance. This multiplies the
limit on DQE to 100% per diode, and increases the resistance
proportionally (sublinearly, linearly, or quadratically, depending
on the type of cascade laser). But, in practice, cascade lasers
have been limited to a modest number of stages, and excess op-
tical loss has limited DQE to just over 100%, hardly high enough
to justify the added complication in growth and processing.

Most of the prior work [3]–[7] on cascade lasers has focused
on vertically stacked structures, in which multiple active regions
are grown, alternated with thin, highly doped Esaki junctions
[3]–[5]. The current is inserted at the top of the diode stack, and
recombines in each active region before tunneling to the next,
while light can be emitted from the edge or surface. This method
shows promise for increasing gain in long wavelength VCSEL

 (Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting-Laser) structures, but
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional schematic of bipolar cascade segmented ridge laser.
The dark grey areas are ion-implanted to force current, in series, through N
diode stages.

most published work has been limited to 3–4 stages by heating
and epitaxial constraints, reaching 130% DQE in recent publi-
cations [5]. Higher efficiencies can be achieved by series-con-
necting a laser array [8], [9], but coherent combination of even
a modest number of beams is difficult at best, resulting in large
coupling losses when anything besides a large-area photode-
tector is employed. As a result of this limited scaling, bipolar
cascade lasers to date have yet to improve significantly enough
upon the DQE of single-stage lasers to justify the increased
complexity.

This paper, therefore, employs the segmented laser structure
shown in Fig. 1, because it is scalable to an arbitrarily large
number of stages, limited only by voltage constraints, the
narrow width of the electrically dead region between stages,
and optical loss introduced in these regions. A standard laser
ridge waveguide is etched as shown, ion implantantation
divides the laser into electrically isolated regions, and metal
interconnects are formed to contact the semiconductor and
connect adjacent stages. Current is driven into the p-doped
ridge of the first stage, generates electrons and holes, which
recombine in the active region, and exits the semiconductor
through the topside n-contact at lower right. The same current
then reenters the ridge of the second stage, again generates
electrons and holes in the second diode, and similarly continues
through the series-connected chain of diodes, and exits at
the ground contact at upper left.

II. THEORY

An understanding of the behavior of such a multistage laser
can be had by comparison with a single-stage control laser of
length and ridge width , threshold current and DQE
[1]. The control laser has some total (internal and mirror) loss

, and reaches threshold when its current density
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produces sufficient gain to offset these losses. The -stage cas-
cade laser has an excess “segmentation” loss due to scat-
tering or absorption between stages, totaling

(1)

If we neglect the width of the implanted stripe between sec-
tions, assume a logarithmic gain model ,
and solve for the threshold conditions of an otherwise
identical -stage laser

(2)

(3)

(4)

This current density is achieved by driving a current through
stages of length

(5)

(6)

(7)

For the lasers presented in this paper, mA, and
the threshold current scales as (roughly) inversely proportional
to the number of stages, because the same current density is
achieved with times less current. Similarly, above threshold,
a given current density is provided by times less terminal
current. Since injection efficiency and mirror loss are in-
dependent of the number of stages

(8)

(9)

and differential efficiency increases linearly with the number of
stages as long as the segmentation loss is kept low.

To summarize thus far, the DQE of a cascaded segmented
ridge laser increases linearly with the number of stages, while
the threshold current decreases as . Both effects saturate at
large due to segmentation loss, and are compensated with
higher voltage and impedance through the diode chain. Voltage
increases linearly with the number of stages, but the voltage
per stage decreases slightly as the stages became shorter, due
to more uniform distribution of current in each stage. Input
impedance increases not only because of the number of series-
connected stages, but also because those stages become smaller
as a laser of fixed length is subdivided; it scales by if the
laser length is fixed, and by if the stage length is fixed.

III. DEVICE AND FABRICATION

We have now described a laser with enhanced differential ef-
ficiency and input impedance; the difficulty lies in preventing
current leakage between stages, and keeping the segmentation
loss low enough to make a large number of stages worthwhile.
Doing so requires a method which provides at least 100 k
leakage path isolation between adjacent diode stages, is compact

(since such isolation regions are inherently passive), and intro-
duces as little segmentation loss as possible. Some past work
[6] has isolated stages by etching away the waveguide cladding
in a narrow section, but this perturbs the waveguide and intro-
duces a fatal amount of optical scattering. Instead, we have used
H and He ion implantation to kill conductivity in the p- and
n-type InP, respectively. A 3- m stripe is implanted through to
the semi-insulating substrate, providing more than 1 M of in-
terstage isolation without disturbing the optical mode.

Unfortunately, this creates another problem. Leakage con-
ductivity must be eliminated both in and under the active re-
gion of the waveguide, which is exposed to a moderate dose of
He implantation. As in the bulk InP regions, the implantation
damage disrupts the lattice, greatly reducing the carrier lifetime,
preventing conduction, but also preventing a stable population
inversion. Photons enter the implanted active material, and are
quickly absorbed; the electron and hole pair immediately re-
combine nonradiatively, and the optical absorption cannot be
bleached. A single 3- m implant stripe can absorb about 40%
per pass, making lasing, not to mention efficient segmentation,
unlikely.

To correct this problem, two alternatives were considered.
The first was to grow offset quantum wells (QWs) on top of the
waveguide, etch the QWs from the areas to be implanted, and re-
grow a p-InP cap. This fairly straightforward approach has two
flaws: first, replacing the high-index QWs with InP perturbs the
optical mode, causing dB/pass (etch roughness in-
creased this number in actual devices to 0.3–0.5 dB); second,
growing the QWs on the top of the waveguide reduces their
overlap with the optical mode, increasing the threshold current,
and reducing continuous wave (CW) output power (lasers fabri-
cated by this method lased pulsed, but not CW, mostly due to a
poor n-contact layer). The second, and more successful, option
was to grow a centered, multiple QW (MQW) active region and
passivate it in area of the He implant.

Many QW intermixing techniques [10]–[12] can locally
blueshift the absorption edge beyond the lasing wavelength, but
the process must be well confined to the desired area, stable,
reliable, and have little effect on the unshifted material. To this
end, we have developed a novel ion implantation-induced QW
intermixing (IIQWI) method which uses an undoped, sacrificial
layer as a medium for the intermixing process (more fully de-
scribed in [11]). We modify the conventional method pioneered
by Charbonneau [12], by growing a 4500 undoped InP layer
atop the waveguide. Regions to be blueshifted are implanted
with low-energy (100 keV) P to create point defects near the
surface, which are driven through the underlying QWs by a
690 C rapid thermal anneal (RTA). The resulting vacancies
enhance the natural intermixing of QW and barrier atoms that
occurs at high temperatures, with the effects shown in Fig. 2.
The undoped layer is then removed, taking the source of the
dislocations with it, and a p-InP cap is regrown. This method
offers several improvements over the conventional method
of implanting a fully grown epitaxial structure. The thinner
InP layer reduces anneal temperatures, better localizing the
blueshift (to m from the implant), reducing the effects
on unimplanted areas, and decreasing the chance of surface
damage during the anneal; the elimination of the implanted
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Fig. 2. Effect of QWI process on implanted and unimplanted material.
Segmentation loss comes from the tail of the implanted and annealed material
overlapping the lasing wavelength.

Fig. 3. Laser ridge cross section showing epitaxial structure and geometry.
N-contacts are formed on the n InGaAsP layer. Implanted areas are shown in
crosshatch.

material stabilizes the effect during further processing; and the
absence of Zn during the process prevents it from diffusing into
the QWs and increasing loss throughout the laser.

Once QWs in the isolation regions have been intermixed, and
the sample regrown, the laser ridge is etched as shown in Fig. 3.
An n InGaAsP layer is exposed, and Ni/AuGe/Ni/Au n-con-
tacts are deposited and annealed. At this point, the isolation im-
plantations are performed, implanting a 3- m stripe, centered
on a 6- m intermixed region, between each laser stage. SiN is
deposited on the samples, and p-contact vias are opened, before
Ti/Pt/Au is evaporated and annealed as seen in Fig. 4, forming
both p-contacts and interconnects between adjacent stages. Fi-
nally, the sample is thinned, cleaved, and individual laser bars
are soldered to AlN carriers to improve heatsinking. To simplify
analysis, all lasers presented in this work were tested on a 20 C
temperature-controlled stage, and the facets left uncoated.

Fig. 4. Micrograph of a typical 600 �m laser bar. The laser on the left (R34)
is a single-stage control laser. To its right are 12-stage (R35), six-stage (R36),
and three-stage (R37) cascade lasers. The laser ridge itself is centered between
each set of contacts.

IV. RESULTS

In analyzing any novel laser with “world record” properties,
it is important to ask not just how low or how high it goes, but
whether its other properties make it a practical device. We will
endeavor to show that not only does the segmented laser im-
prove differential efficiency, threshold current, and matching,
it also operates with good CW power, modulates efficiently at
high speed, and with low noise and distortion. In most cases,
these comparisons are made with the single-stage control laser
fabricated alongside the multistage lasers (as in Fig. 4). While
these control lasers may not be state of the art themselves, they
serve to measure whether the segmentation and cascading of the
multistage lasers deteriorates their performance.

A. Scaling

Fig. 4 shows, from left, a 600- m control laser, and 12-, six-,
and three-stage laser (of 50 m, 100 m, and 200 m stages, re-
spectively). Laser sets of this type were tested by sweeping the
laser bias and detecting the emission from one facet with an inte-
grating sphere. The dramatic CW results are shown in Fig. 5, and
tabulated in Table I. The differential efficiency scales slightly
sublinearly with the number of stages, increasing steadily to
390% at 12 stages, an 11-fold improvement over the control
laser. Threshold current falls as the number of stages increase,
with the 12-stage threshold reduced by more than a factor of ten,
to 2.74 mA. All of the lasers are quite robust, and emit up to 20
mW per facet, with a multimode spectrum centered at 1.55 m,
as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. CW L-I response of a 600 �m laser, subdivided into 1, 3, 6, and 12
stages. DQE exceeds 100% in all but the control laser.

TABLE I
ROOM TEMPERATURE, CW

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONTROL

AND SEGMENTED LASERS SHOWN IN FIG. 5

Fig. 6. Optical CW spectrum of a typical six-stage laser, 10 mA above
threshold. The multimode behavior is typical of Fabry–Perot lasers, and the
mode spacing corresponds to the cavity length.

Such improvements must be “paid for,” and the voltage in-
creases with the number of stages. However, due to the more
uniform current density of shorter stages, the voltage per stage
drops from 1.05 V in the control laser to 0.94 V in the 12-stage
device, ensuring that the threshold power is roughly constant
with the number of stages. Resistance scales roughly quadrat-
ically with the number of stages, reaching 50 for the three-
stage laser (which will be discussed at length later), which itself
has a differential efficiency greater than unity.

In practice, the scaling of cascade lasers is limited by the large
voltage and impedance of very long diode chains, as well as
the finite length of the isolation region between stages, and its
optical absorption. However, scaling of the present generation

Fig. 7. Calculations of threshold current and DQE [as given in (7) and (8)]
for 600-�m lasers, overlaid with experimental pulsed data. The simulations fit
I = 24:5 mA, I = 0:47 mA, � = 0:15 dB/pass, � = 0:694, and
� = 12:2 cm .

of devices was limited by the shortest stage length (50 m) in-
cluded on the mask, so longer lasers with up to 19 stages were
tested, and lased CW with over 500% DQE, 2.1 mA, 19.0 V
threshold, and 930 input impedance.

B. Analysis

The success of these lasers is owed mostly to the extremely
low loss of the implanted, intermixed region between stages.
The curve fits in Fig. 7 model the scaling of threshold current
and differential efficiency and find a segmentation loss of 0.15
dB/pass, an outstanding result due to the large relative blueshift
shown in Fig. 2. Further, the QWI process has not seriously de-
graded the control lasers, which exhibited an injection efficiency
of 69.4% injection efficiency, with an internal loss of 12.2 cm
in a seven-QW active region. Lasers made with the conventional
intermixing process (which exposes the active region to Zn dif-
fusion) had at least 20 cm internal loss when the sample was
annealed hot enough to achieve the desired blueshift.

Two areas of potential improvement would reduce the
threshold currents considerably. The laser ridge was 4.2- m
wide, almost twice the optimal amount, due to a conservative
process and the imprecision of contact alignment. Also, analysis
of the gain curve of the laser material indicates a transparency
current density of 87 A/cm per well, much higher than that
achieved by similar active regions on conducting substrates.
This is reflected in nonintermixed broad-area lasers from the
same growth, and will require further optimization of the
epitaxy.

C. 50 Lasers

In RF electronics, it is usually desirable to match the input
impedance of a load to the 50 source impedance of the net-
work, to eliminate mismatch reflections and ensure maximum
power transfer [13]. Where a laser is involved, it should be noted
that the latter is not always the case. The output power of a
laser is determined by its current (which is twice as high for
a short as for a 50 match), not its electrical input power,
and reflections can be managed when the laser driver is inte-
grated [14]. However, in practice, system requirements often in-
sist that low-impedance lasers be matched to 50 by adding a
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Fig. 8. Input impedance of the three-stage laser drops with current as dV/dI
of the diode is reduced. (a) Impedance at low frequencies, extracted from
S-parameter measurements, as shown in (b). Also note the poor S of the
control laser.

series-connected resistor. This complicates packaging and in-
tegration, adds a considerable heat source to the package, and
requires a higher voltage driver to compensate.

In contrast, a multistage laser achieves a higher input
impedance by series connecting laser stages, and recycling
the current. This means that, while a three-stage laser and
resistor-matched conventional laser draw the same RF current,
the modulating current density in the three-stage laser is
three times higher, and the light modulation output is three
times greater. If the impedance of the system is greater than
50 (perhaps 100 or a high-impedance photodiode), the
segmented laser offers a proportionally greater improvement
over a single-stage laser.

The input impedance of a laser is equal to the slope dV/dI
at the laser’s bias point, and changes with bias, so it is critical
that the laser be well matched near its bias point. Fig. 8(a) con-
firms the matched, low-frequency impedance of a three-stage
laser, extracted from the electrical S parameter in Fig. 8(b).
The laser reaches 50 at 21 mA (optimal digital transmission
bias mA), and rolls off at higher frequency due to the
capacitance of the large probing pads seen in Fig. 4.

D. High-Speed Operation

It is a reasonable concern that the complex current path of a
bipolar cascade laser might compromise its high-speed perfor-

Fig. 9. Analog bandwidth measurement of a three-stage laser. Three-dB
bandwidth increases with power (see Fig. 10), and achieves a maximum of 5
GHz at 30 mA bias.

Fig. 10. Frequency of the resonance peak increases as the square root of power,
but does not depend on the number of stages. This and Fig. 12 use 400-�m lasers
because they were compatible with available high-speed probes.

mance. Modulation bandwidth might be limited by charge trans-
port delays, unforeseen resonances in “abnormal” rate equa-
tions [9], or excess capacitance, as noted above. To test this, a
matched three-stage laser was directly contacted with a 40-GHz
ground-signal probe, and connected through a bias tee to a net-
work analyzer, as used for the S measurement above. The laser
was then separately direct current (DC)-biased, and a dBm
RF signal was frequency swept and detected by a lensed fiber,
with results shown in Fig. 9.

The bandwidth increases with bias as the square root of op-
tical power, and is governed by the relaxation resonance of the
laser, the same mechanism that limits the speed of conventional
diode lasers. To determine whether the cascaded laser is in some
way inferior to a conventional laser, we observed the resonance
peaks of multistage and control lasers at increasing bias. Fig. 10
shows that not only do both multistage and control lasers follow
a dependence, but this dependence is invariant with
the number of stages. The resonance peaks shown in Fig. 10
must be extrapolated (at higher powers, the peak flattens and
cannot be accurately determined), but demonstrate a potential
for resonance frequencies as high as 6–7 GHz, perhaps reaching
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Fig. 11. Unfiltered eye diagrams for (a) three-stage and (b) control lasers. The
three-stage laser is biased at 20.5 mA with 1.0 V modulation, and has a
9.6-dB extinction ratio. The control laser is biased at 63 mA with 2.0 V
modulation, and has a 8.0-dB extinction ratio.

10 GHz if a thinner laser ridge were used, increasing the photon
density and bandwidth.

Digital data transmission is a fair test of any purported high-
speed laser. Unlike the small-signal, single-frequency modula-
tion used to measure analog bandwidth, digital data modulates
with a large signal and considerable harmonics, to maximize
the on–off extinction ratio and bit-error rate. Single-stage con-
trol and three-stage cascade lasers were probed as described
for analog measurements, biased, and driven with a 2.5-Gb/s
pattern generator with adjustable output. DC bias current and
digital power were optimized for maximum extinction ratio,
and a clean, unfiltered eye pattern, as shown in Fig. 11. The
three-stage laser [Fig. 11(a)] achieves a 9–10-dB extinction ratio
with a 20.5 mA bias, and 0.9 V digital input signal. The con-
trol laser [Fig. 11(b)], however, biased at 63 mA, manages only
an 8-dB extinction ratio with a degraded eye, at the maximum
digital input signal of 2 V .

The superior performance of the three-stage laser is ascribed
to the poor matching between the 50- digital source and the
6- control laser, resulting in poor power delivery to the laser,
such that the maximum output of the pattern generator was in-
sufficient to reach the optimal signal level. This demonstrates a
major advantage of the segmented laser. Although a larger DC
voltage is required to turn it on, a much smaller RF signal is
required to modulate it. In applications with a 50 or greater
(e.g., photodiode) integrated drive circuit, this means that a mul-
tistage laser will require less voltage and less current than a con-
ventional laser.

E. Noise and Distortion

A high-speed analog or digital directly modulated link re-
quires more than sufficient bandwidth. The optical output from
the laser must have low in-band noise and distortion to be useful
in an actual RF link, and it remains to be shown that such ef-

Fig. 12. RIN peak intensity is plotted against optical power, and does not show
a strong dependence on the number of stages, or the biasing method.

fects are not enhanced in a bipolar cascade laser. A common
handwaving argument holds that since spontaneous emission is
determined by threshold current (which is reduced by in a
segmented laser), noise should improve by a factor of over a
conventional laser. This is false because the -stage laser oper-
ates at the same (or slightly higher) current density, giving rise to
the same spontaneous emission level at threshold. Alternatively,
Rana and Ram have demonstrated that positive noise correla-
tion between discrete series-connected lasers did occur when the
lasers were biased with a low-impedance voltage source, but not
with a high-impedance current source [8]. In our experiments,
the lasers were biased with a variety of power supplies in both
current and voltage source modes. Both yielded the same results,
showing no noise enhancement, but perhaps indicating the nec-
essary probe configuration creates a high source impedance at
the GHz frequencies in question.

Relative intensity noise (RIN) is measured by DC biasing
the laser and illuminating a 12-GHz photodectector, then ampli-
fying and displaying the detected signal on a spectrum analyzer.
Thermal, dark current, and shot noise are subtracted from the
noise spectrum, leaving only those contributions due to the laser
kinetics. These RIN spectra show a peak at the resonance fre-
quency of the laser, the intensity of which drops as the power and
frequency increase. Four lasers, with one, two, four, and eight
stages, adjacent on the same 400- m-long laser bar, were tested,
and the intensity of these peaks is plotted against peak frequency
in Fig. 12. Although there is some scatter in the data, there is no
appreciable noise enhancement or reduction caused by dividing
the laser into series-connected stages, or biasing with a voltage
supply.

Distortion is a concern when multiple RF frequencies di-
rectly modulate a laser simultaneously. Nonlinearities in the
modulation response mix these frequencies, transferring power
to sum and difference frequencies throughout the RF band. Of
particular concern are the third-order harmonics of frequency

; where and are similar modulation frequen-
cies (499 and 501 MHz in these experiments). While even-order
harmonics such as are usually out of band and easily fil-
tered, third-order harmonics project back into the modulation
band, and are difficult or impossible to remove. For this reason,
the directly modulated laser needs to be very linear and produce
as little distortion as possible.
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Fig. 13. Distortion measurement on a three-stage laser. IIP3 marks the input
power at which the fundamental and third harmonic extrapolations cross.

Fig. 14. SFDR for 600-�m control and three-stage lasers. The x-axes are
aligned to correspond to the same current density.

Spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) is a common measure-
ment of distortion, and measures the difference in input power
between the points at which the fundamental and third-order dis-
tortion peaks cross the 1-Hz noise floor. Two RF modulations
tones, and , at an equal, variable power, are injected into the
laser through the RF port of a bias tee. As usual, the laser is inde-
pendently biased by a current source through the DC port. The
light is detected, the electrical signal amplified, examined on a
spectrum analyzer, and plotted at varied RF input power, as for
the three-stage laser in Fig. 13. The receiving circuit raises the
noise floor, so the received power at and are extrapo-
lated back to the laser’s noise floor, and SFDR measured. SFDR
varies with bias as shown for three-stage and control lasers in
Fig. 14, but for equal optical power levels, there is no added
distortion in the multistage laser. The lower SFDR of the con-
trol laser is caused mainly by higher RIN.

V. CONCLUSION

We have, for the first time ever, fabricated bipolar cascade
lasers that scale viably to a large number of stages, and demon-
strated record differential efficiencies well beyond unity, 50-
matched lasers with enhanced, instead of reduced, modulation
response, and up to 40 mW of CW output power at 1.55 m. Fur-
ther, the fabrication process is compatible with single-regrowth
active–passive and widely tunable lasers, and can be used to pro-
vide gain in integrated photonic circuits. We then demonstrated
that the multistage lasers are equal to or better than conventional
lasers in terms of analog and digital bandwidth, modulation ef-
ficiency, noise, and distortion. There are no booby traps associ-
ated with the bipolar cascade segmented ridge laser.

These hurdles cleared, a number of integration projects lie
ahead. The segmented laser can be used as an active region
between two tunable mirrors, to create a tunable laser with
positive gain. Driven by a photodetector, this cascaded tunable
laser can form a lossless tap, or an amplifying wavelength
converter. Further, a matched laser makes integration easier
by eliminating meander-line resistors that would otherwise
consume space and power while heating the chip. In short, these
lasers can be tailored to a desired gain, impedance, threshold
current, and voltage, a valuable advantage in the growing world
of photonic integrated circuits.
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